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BEAR COFFEE NORTHWICH

Bear isn’t a traditional coﬀee shop. BEAR is a coﬀee, kitchen and bar, providing an all-day experience with an ethos
of perfection. They serve speciality coﬀee, seasonal fresh food, cocktails and craft beer in beautifully thought out
spaces. Founded in 2014, BEAR currently operate four sites across the Midlands and one in Central London.
The location in focus for this case study is Bear Northwich. Taking prime spot in the new Barons Quay
development, BEAR Northwich is situated in a bright, South-East facing corner unit overlooking the beautiful River
Weaver.
Bear have created a culture of excellence with every inch of their spaces carefully thought out ensuring a great
customer experience. When it came to their lighting requirements it was essential that the luminaires installed at
the site were high-quality, reliable and provided value for money.
Ansell’s Prism Pro LED Fire Rated Downlight was the obvious choice when it came to selecting a downlight to be
installed in the kitchen area. The Prism Pro is a 220-240V IP65 LED dimmable ﬁre rated downlight that comes with
a remote driver with 2x1.5mm² and CPC push-ﬁt loop-in, loop-out terminals provide an easy and eﬃcient
installation.
The Prism Pro is packed with features such as a wide 60° beam angle for increased light distribution which was
integral for its use case in the kitchen. Three diﬀerent bezel options allow the downlight to be adaptable to any
environment. For peace of mind, Prism Pro is fully tested for 30, 60 and 90 minute ceiling types to meet Part B of
building regulations and fully tested to meet Part C (moisture) and Part E (acoustic) of building regulations.
The Prism Pro’s minimalist design accompanied with it’s high-quality features make it the ultimate downlight.
Providing value for money, quality, reliability and easy installation. It’s the ultimate LED solution.
Ansell’s Endurance LED Recessed Panel which is a high performance and maintenance free panel were installed
throughout the hallways. It features a white anodised aluminium frame for visual compatibility with the ceiling grid
and has TPa as standard. Low glare and even light distribution make the Endurance Panel the perfect solution for
multiple applications. The high-quality panel has a LED lifespan of L90 52,000 hours making it the go-to reliable
solution for all lighting requirements.
The team at Bear Coﬀee were incredibly pleased with the results. Our energy saving LED solutions will allow Bear
to save on energy costs whilst also having long lasting reliable luminaires.
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